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Adaptive Downlink and Uplink Channel Split Ratio
Determination for TCP-Based Best Effort Traffic in

TDD-Based WiMAX Networks
Chih-He Chiang, Wanjiun Liao, Tehuang Liu, Iam Kin Chan, and Hsi-Lu Chao

Abstract—In this paper, we study the determination of down-
link (DL) and uplink (UL) channel split ratio for Time Division
Duplex (TDD)-based IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) wireless networks.
In a TDD system, uplink and downlink transmissions share the
same frequency at different time intervals. The TDD framing
in WiMAX is adaptive in the sense that the downlink to uplink
bandwidth ratio may vary with time. In this work, we focus on
TCP based traffic and explore the impact of improper bandwidth
allocation to DL and UL channels on the performance of TCP.
We then propose an Adaptive Split Ratio (ASR) scheme which
adjusts the bandwidth ratio of DL to UL adaptively according
to the current traffic profile, wireless interference, and transport
layer parameters, so as to maximize the aggregate throughput
of TCP based traffic. Our scheme can also cooperate with the
Base Station (BS) scheduler to throttle the TCP source when
acknowledgements (ACKs) are transmitted infrequently. The
performance of the proposed ASR scheme is validated via ns-2
simulations. The results show that our scheme outperforms static
allocation (such as the default value specified in the WiMAX
standard and other possible settings in existing access networks)
in terms of higher aggregate throughput and better adaptivity
to network dynamics.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.16, WiMAX, TDD, bandwidth alloca-
tion, channel allocation ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) is an emerging last mile technology
for broadband wireless access [1]–[6]. A typical IEEE

802.16 network consists of base stations (BSs) and subscriber
stations (SSs). The IEEE 802.16 standard [7] specifies two
modes of operations, namely, point-to-multipoint (PMP) and
mesh (optional) modes. In the PMP mode, the transmissions
from SSs to BS are centrally coordinated by the BS, and the
transmissions in both directions take place directly between
BS and SSs. In the mesh mode, the transmissions can occur
between SSs, and can also be relayed via other SSs. IEEE
802.16 supports both Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and
Time Division Duplex (TDD). In an FDD system, the uplink
and downlink channels are located on separate frequencies and
data can be transmitted simultaneously. With TDD, the uplink
and downlink transmissions usually share the same frequency
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at different time intervals. In this paper, we focus only on the
TDD system.

Each 802.16 TDD frame is slotted in time and is of a fixed
duration. Each frame can be decomposed into one downlink
(DL) sub-frame and one uplink (UL) sub-frame, as shown in
Fig. 1. The TDD framing is adaptive in the sense that the
downlink to uplink bandwidth ratio may vary with time so
as to optimize the network performance. The downlink, i.e.,
from BS to SS, is a broadcast channel. At the start of each
frame, BS broadcasts MAP control messages (i.e., DL-MAP
and UL-MAP for downlink and uplink, respectively) to inform
the SSs which are located within the same antenna sector
about the usage and allocation of time slots in the DL and
UL sub-frames. Upon receiving the MAP messages, all the
SSs know when and how long they are allowed to receive
or send their data. SSs in the same antenna sector share the
uplink to BS on an on-demand basis. IEEE 802.16 defines
several uplink scheduling mechanisms, including unsolicited
bandwidth grants, polling, and contention to support four types
of uplink scheduling services, namely, Unsolicited Grant Ser-
vice (UGS), Real-time Polling Service (rtPS), Non-real-time
Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Effort (BE), for different
types of applications [4]. The BS scheduler must provide a
poll and/or grant to each connection at the appropriate time
such that the QoS associated with the scheduling service for
each connection can be satisfied. In this paper, we focus on the
BE scheduling service, in which each SS asks bandwidth for
a connection by sending a request to BS within the bandwidth
request contention slots in the uplink sub-frame. If the request
is corrupted due to a collision, the SS enters the contention
resolution process based on a truncated binary exponential
backoff. With the BE scheduling service, SSs can also request
bandwidth via Piggyback Bandwidth Requests.

A challenge in 802.16 TDD systems is in the determina-
tion of the ratio of downlink to uplink bandwidth capacities
between the BS and SSs. An inappropriate ratio may signifi-
cantly degrade the total system performance. This bandwidth
ratio determination problem is even more complicated when
the transport layer issue is taken into account. The last mile
access for residential users tends to be asymmetric (i.e., more
demands on downloading and less on uploading). As a result,
an equal split between the uplink and downlink channels may
lead to inefficient bandwidth utilization. This explains why
existing broadband access technologies are mostly asymmetric
in nature. Many research efforts [8]–[11] have shown that
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Fig. 1. The TDD framing in IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX)

bandwidth asymmetry impacts the network performance sub-
stantially, especially for TCP traffic, which relies on feedback
of acknowledgments from the receiver to ensure reliability.
This is because TCP is self-clocked and any disruption in the
feedback process may impair the performance of the forward
data transfer. Improper allocation will cause TCP ACK packets
to be accumulated in the uplink queue and therefore the
aggregate network throughput will degrade accordingly.

In this paper, we determine the bandwidth split ratio be-
tween uplink and downlink for TCP based best effort traffic
in TDD-based WiMAX networks. Specifically, we account
for the impact of bandwidth asymmetry on the performance
of TCP transfers in IEEE 802.16 networks and attempt to
determine the optimal channel split ratio for WiMAX TDD
channels. We analyze the behavior of TCP over the WiMAX
MAC mechanism, and consider the interference (e.g., location-
dependent and time-variant) in wireless environments. We
then propose a mechanism called Adaptive Split Ratio (ASR)
scheme which allows BS to allocate bandwidths to uplink
and downlink channels according to the current traffic pro-
file, wireless interference, and transport layer parameters. In
our scheme, we consider TCP flows only and allow both
downloading (i.e., TCP data flows on the downlink and ACK
packets on the uplink) and uploading (i.e., TCP data flows on
the uplink and ACK packets on the downlink). Therefore, the
result can serve as the guideline of bandwidth allocation for
BE scheduling. The performance of our scheme is evaluated
via ns2 simulations. The results show that ASR outperforms
static allocations (i.e., with fixed downlink and uplink band-
width allocations, such as the default value specified in the
WiMAX standard and other possible settings in existing access
networks) in terms of more efficient radio resource utilization
and better adaptivity to network dynamics.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the proposed mechanism for WiMAX wireless
networks. Section III shows the simulation results via the ns-2

simulator. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. ADAPTIVE BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION FOR DL AND UL
CHANNELS IN WIMAX

In this section, we determine the capacity split ratio between
uplink and downlink channel by jointly considering the issues
of the transport layer protocol, the MAC layer operation in
WiMAX networks, and the interference in the physical (PHY)
layer. We focus on the point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode of
IEEE 802.16, which is the primary operating mode of WiMAX
for residential users. Without loss of generality, our discussion
below is based on one BS serving multiple SSs within the
same antenna sector.

A. System Model and Problem Specification

In accordance with IEEE 802.16 standard [7], the bandwidth
request is made per connection in terms of the number of
bits excluding the PHY overhead, and the bandwidth grant
is made per SS. Each bandwidth request is made with the
best effort (BE) scheduling service via the broadcast polling
mechanism. In other words, when a poll is directed with
a broadcast connection identification (CID), the connections
which have data (or ACK) packets to send contend for the link
by sending request messages to the BS within the bandwidth
request contention slots. With BE scheduling, the connections
can also use PiggyBack Requests to request for time slots.

We assume that the scheduling strategy used by BS for
bandwidth requests is First Come First Served (FCFS). Upon
receiving an aggregate bandwidth request from an SS1, the BS

1Strictly speaking, each request comes from a connection (i.e., one TCP
transfer in this paper) associated with one SS. Since the BS grants the
bandwidth per SS, requests from the connections associated with the same
SS tend to come in sequence and therefore can be regarded as one aggregate
request from the SS. The amount of requested bandwidth is calculated as the
sum of the amount of bandwidth request from each connection of the SS.
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Fig. 2. The TDD frame structure

grants the SS one transmission opportunity in each uplink sub-
frame and each SS can transmit up to n data frames within one
granted transmission opportunity. For simplicity and without
loss of generality, we set n to 1 in the rest of the paper.

Each TDD frame (as shown in Fig. 2) is of a fixed duration
containing Nf time slots and each slot has a fixed length
of tms seconds. Each frame is divided into a downlink (DL)
sub-frame and an uplink (UL) sub-frame, which contain Nd

and Nu slots, respectively. In the UL sub-frame, Nc slots
are designated as bandwidth request contention slots, which
are used for initial ranging and broadcast polling. The TDD
framing is adaptive in the sense that the downlink to uplink
bandwidth ratio can vary with time.

Our goal is to determine the schedulable bandwidth allo-
cated to downlink and uplink TCP traffic (i.e., the portions of
Bs

d and Bs
u in Fig. 2 containing Ns

d and Ns
u slots, respectively)

such that the aggregate throughput of both downloading and
uploading TCP transfers can be maximized.

B. Notation

The notations and symbols used in this paper are summa-
rized in Table I.

C. Bandwidth Asymmetry Ratio for TCP over a Direct Link

Asymmetric networks are networks with different downlink
and uplink capacities. The main impact of bandwidth asym-
metry on TCP operation is that TCP’s self-clocking may be
disturbed. An important parameter k, called the bandwidth
asymmetry ratio, is frequently employed to investigate this
phenomenon [8], [9]. Denote the sizes of a data packet and
an ACK packet (including IP and MAC headers) by Ldata and
Lack, respectively. The asymmetry ratio k for one-way TCP
transfers [8] is defined as follows.

k =
Rate of TCP data packets

Rate of ACK packets
=

Bd

Bu
× Lack

Ldata
, (1)

where TCP data packets are transmitted on the downlink
channel and acknowledged on the uplink channel. When k
is less than or equal to one, TCP operates normally. However,
when k exceeds one, ACK packets arrive on the bottleneck
link in the reverse direction at a rate faster than what the link
can support. Thus, the ACK packets may fill up the sending
buffer on the reverse bottleneck link rapidly. This causes
an increase in the time duration between consecutive ACKs
arriving at the sender and also an increase in the dropping rate
of the ACK packets to the buffer. As a result, the sender will
slow down the growth of the congestion window, leading to
throughput degradation.

TABLE I
NOTATION/SYMBOLS

Ldata The size of one TCP data packet in terms of bits

Lack The size of one TCP ACK packet in terms of bits

Bd The downlink channel capacity in terms of bps

Bu The uplink channel capacity in terms of bps

k Asymmetry ratio, with a value between zero and one

ndSS The number of downloading TCP transfers in the system

nuSS The number of uploading TCP transfers in the system

ηd Asymmetry ratio for downloading users

ηu Asymmetry ratio for uploading users

Tusv Average delay between two consecutive MAC layer data

transmissions in the queue

d TCP delay ACK parameter

Nc Number of time slots for the contention period in a frame

Ndata Number of time slots for transmitting one TCP data

packet in a frame

Nack Number of time slots for transmitting one TCP ACK

packet in a frame

tm One slot time in terms of sec in a WiMAX TDD frame

B Total capacity available for BE scheduling service in the

system

Nu Total number of time slots allocated for uplink channel

Nd Total number of time slots allocated for downlink channel

Nf Total number of time slots in one TDD frame

D. Bandwidth Asymmetry Ratio for TCP over WiMAX

The asymmetry ratio k in (1) can be applied only to point-
to-point links (and for one-way TCP transfers only), but is not
applicable to multi-access links such as WiMAX which needs
MAC layer protocols [12]. To address this issue, we derive
an asymmetry ratio for WiMAX networks which employ a
dynamic TDMA MAC protocol to arbitrate channel access
among nodes, similar to what we have done in [11]. We
consider two-way TCP transfers, i.e., data and ACK packets
can go in both directions of the link. For ease of explanation,
we first assume that each SS has at most one TCP transfer in
either uplink or downlink direction and the channel condition
between each SS and the BS is identical. Later we will
generalize our discussion to allow each SS to perform multiple
TCP transfers (i.e., multiple connections) and the channel
conditions of different SSs may not be the same.

Suppose that there are ndSS downloading TCP transfers and
nuSS uploading TCP transfers which simultaneously co-exist
in the network and each of which is issued by a different
SS. Now, SSs share the downlink and uplink bandwidths to
transmit their data and ACK packets. Thus, the asymmetry
ratio for downloading users, denoted by ηd, can be expressed
by (2).

ηd =
α × Bd

Ldata × ndSS
× Tusv, (2)

where α = ndSSLdata

ndSSLdata+
nuSSLack

d

and Tusv = Lack

d×Bu
.

This new ratio is obtained as follows. Considering the
uplink channel in WiMAX networks being a TDMA-like
channel, we replace Lack

Bu
in (1) with Tusv , where Tusv is

the average delay for an SS sending two consecutive packets
out from the queue (i.e., the duration that an SS must wait
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Fig. 3. Tusv in Case 1

Fig. 4. Tusv in Case 2

for its scheduled time, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4). We
further consider the delayed ACK policy, thus Tusv = Lack

d×Bu
,

where d is the delayed ACK parameter (i.e., sending one
ACK packet per d data packets). Since only a portion of
the downlink bandwidth is shared by TCP transfers, namely,
α = ndSSLdata

ndSSLdata+
nuSSLack

d

, the effective downlink bandwidth

for TCP data packet transmissions is α · Bd. Moreover, since
the effective downlink capacity is shared by all ndSS TCP
flows, Bd

Ldata
in (1) is replaced by α·Bd

Ldata×ndSS
. By putting them

all together, we obtain ηd in (2).
The value of Tusv can be derived in two cases:

• Case 1 (Light Traffic Load):
Nf > Nc + ndSS · Nack + nuSS · Ndata + ndSS · Ndata +
nuSS ·Nack, where Nc denotes the number of time slots for the
contention period, and Ndata and Nack denote the numbers
of time slots for transmitting one TCP data packet and one
ACK packet, respectively.

In this case, the total bandwidth requirement for all TCP
transfers in both directions is less than the link capacity (see
Fig. 3 for example). Therefore, each SS must wait for one
frame time between sending two consecutive packets out from
the queue, i.e.,

Tusv = Nf × tm. (3)

• Case 2 (Heavy Traffic Load):
Nf < Nc + ndSS · Nack + nuSS · Ndata + ndSS · Ndata +
nuSS · Nack.

In this case, the number of SSs in the network is relatively
large such that the resource is insufficient to allocate each
requesting SS an uplink transmission opportunity in every
TDD frame (see Fig. 4 for example). Thus, each SS cannot be
granted one transmission opportunity in every frame. On the
average, each SS is granted once every ndSSNack+nuSSNdata

Nu−Nc

frames. Therefore, Tusv can be expressed by

Tusv =
[

ndSSNack+nuSSNdata

Nu−Nc
× (Nd + Nc)

+ ndSSNack + nuSSNdata

]
× tm, (4)

where tm is a slot time duration in a TDD frame.
Similarly, we can obtain the asymmetry ratio ηu for upload-

ing users in WiMAX networks by (5). Again, with the ratio
of the aggregate sending rate of data packets to the aggregate
sending rate of ACK packets on the links in both directions,

we have

ηu =
1

Tusv
× Lack × nuSS

β × Bd
× 1

d
, (5)

where β =
nuSSLack

d

ndSSLdata+
nuSSLack

d

, because there is now only

a portion of downlink capacity used to carry ACK packets
for uploading SSs, and the data packets of the SSs go in the
uplink direction.

Interestingly, from (2) and (5), we obtain

ηdηu = 1. (6)

Our goal is to make ηd ≤ 1 and ηu ≤ 1. From (2), (5), and
(6), the only possible solution is

ηd = ηu = 1. (7)

E. Adaptive Channel Split Ratio Adjustment Mechanism

Our Adaptive Split Ratio (ASR) Scheme is then developed
according to (7). Note that since the traffic pattern in the
network changes with time, our scheme can be performed
periodically. In the following, we elaborate on the operation
of ASR step by step.
Step 1: BS retrieves the information about ndSS and nuSS

from its connection table. To determine whether a BE con-
nection is a downloading or an uploading TCP transfer, BS
can investigate the bandwidth request sent by the SS or trace
the size of the packet sent.
Step 2: To ensure that the bandwidth asymmetry ratios for
both downloading and uploading TCP transfers are each
equal to one, the allocated schedulable downlink and uplink
bandwidths must satisfy (7).

We first consider the heavy-load case, i.e., Nf < Nc+ndSS ·
Nack + nuSS · Ndata + ndSS · Ndata + nuSS · Nack. Each
frame (i.e., Nf ) is composed of two parts: a DL sub-frame
(i.e., Nd) and a UL sub-frame (i.e., Nu). The UL sub-frame
can be further decomposed into a contention part (i.e., Nc)
and Data Information Elements (IEs) (i.e., Nu − Nc). Note
that here we consider only those portions of a frame used for
Best Effort service. Thus, Nf can be regarded as the total
number of time slots used for the BE scheduling service. Let
the number of time slots allocated to Nd, Nu − Nc, and Nc
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Fig. 5. An example for the numbers of time slots allocated to DL and UL sub-frames in each frame

Fig. 6. The slot allocations if Nf ≥ Nc + ndSS · Nack + nuSS · Ndata + ndSS · Ndata + nuSS · Nack

in Nf be n, m, and l, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. To
satisfy (7), asymmetry ratio ηd can be rewritten as follows.

ndSSLdata

ndSSLdata + nuSSLack

d

× Bd

d × Ldata
×

[
ndSSNack+nuSSNdata

Nu−Nc
× (Nd + Nc)

+ ndSSNack + nuSSNdata

]
× tm

ndSS
= 1.

Let B denote the total capacity available for the BE schedul-
ing service in the system. By substituting Bd = n

m+n+lB,
Nu −Nc = m, and Nd +Nc = n+ l into the equation above,
we obtain the ratio of n to m for ηd as

n

m
=

d × ndSSLdata + nuSSLack

ndSSNack + nuSSNdata
× 1

d × B × tms
. (8)

Similarly, the asymmetry ratio ηu can be rewritten as
follows.

1[
ndSSNack+nuSSNdata

Nu−Nc
× (Nd + Nc) + ndSSNack+

nuSSNdata

]
× tms

× nuSSLack

Bd
× ndSSLdata + nuSSLack

d
nuSSLack

d

× 1
d

= 1.

Again, by substituting Bd = n
m+n+lB, Nu − Nc = m, and

Nd + Nc = n + l into the equation above, we obtain the ratio
of n to m for ηu as follows.

n

m
=

d × ndSSLdata + nuSSLack

ndSSNack + nuSSNdata
× 1

d × B × tms
. (9)

Note that the ratios of n to m in (8) and (9) are expressed
identically.

Step 3: After the ratio of n to m is determined at Step 2, we
can adjust the split between uplink and downlink as follows.

Nu =
m

m + n
(Nf − Nc) + Nc (10)

Nd =
n

m + n
(Nf − Nc) (11)

Note that (10) and (11) are obtained in the case that Nf <
Nc +ndSS ·Nack +nuSS ·Ndata +ndSS ·Ndata +nuSS ·Nack.
If Nf ≥ Nc + ndSS · Nack + nuSS · Ndata + ndSS · Ndata +
nuSS · Nack, i.e., as shown in Fig. 6, then we have

Nu = m = ndSS · Nack + nuSS · Ndata, (12)

Nd = n =
d · ndSS · Ldata + nuSS · Lack

d · B · tms
. (13)

Together with (8) or (9), and (10)-(13), we can determine
the exact number of time slots (or bandwidths) allocated to
UL and DL channels in both cases.
Step 4: BS then informs SSs of the adjustment results, i.e., the
durations of DL and UL sub-frames, via the Allocation Start
Time field indicated in the MAP message. BS then informs
the scheduler module about the new values of the allocated
schedulable bandwidths in the downlink and uplink directions
for proper operations.

F. Discussions

The discussion above is based on the assumption that each
SS has at most one TCP transfer in either direction and the
channel condition of each SS is identical. We now relax these
assumptions. Let Sk = {CID1, CID2, . . . , CIDk} denote
the set of CID processes for SSk. For each SS per frame,
say SSk, the bandwidth requirements for TCP data and ACK
packets in both directions can be expressed as follows.
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•
∑k

i=1 SSkDLqueue data CIDi is the amount of band-
width required for the downlink TCP data packet (i.e.,
downloading users’ data transfers), corresponding to the
sum of the downlink queue size of TCP data packets for
each downlink connection of SSk.

•
∑k

i=1 SSkDLqueue ack CIDi is the amount of band-
width required for the downlink ACK packets (i.e., up-
loading users’ ACK packets), corresponding to the sum
of the downlink queue size of ACK packets for each
downlink connection of SSk.

•
∑k

i=1 SSkBWreq ack CIDi is the amount of band-
width request for the uplink ACK packets (i.e., down-
loading users’ ACK packets) , corresponding to the sum
of the amount of the bandwidth request for ACK packets
from each connection CID of SSk.

•
∑k

i=1 SSkBWreq data CIDi is the amount of band-
width request for the uplink TCP data packets (i.e.,
uploading users’ data transfers), corresponding to the sum
of the amount of the bandwidth request for TCP data from
each connection CID of SSk.

On the downlink, the total amount of bandwidth required
for all downloading SSs, i.e., ndSSLdata, can be replaced with∑ndSS

k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkDLqueue data CIDi, and the total band-

width required for all uploading SSs, i.e., nuSSLack, can be
replaced with

∑nuSS

k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkDLqueue ack CIDi. The

value of α in (2) is then obtained accordingly. Similarly,
on the uplink, the total amount of bandwidth required for
all downloading SSs, i.e., ndSSLack, can be replaced with∑ndSS

k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkBWreq ack CIDi, and the total amount

of bandwidth required for all uploading SSs, i.e., nuSSLdata,
can be replaced with

∑nuSS

k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkBWreq data CIDi.

The value of β in (3) is then obtained accordingly.
We next examine the impact of different channel conditions

between different SSs and the BS on the result. In IEEE
802.16, a set of burst profiles (i.e., a set of coding and
modulation schemes) is defined to adapt to different channel
conditions between the BS and SS. At the start of each
connection and/or during each connection, each SS (based on
its channel condition) will negotiate with the BS in order to
determine the most appropriate burst profile for data trans-
mission. Let RDLSSk

and RULSSk
denote the transmission

rates of downlink burst and uplink burst, respectively, for SSk

used in the next frame, and tm is the duration of a time slot.
For a downloading SSk, the number of time slots required to
transmit the total data packets on the downlink is

∑k
i=1 SSkDLqueue data CIDi

RDLSSk
· tm ,

and the number of time slots required to transmit the total
ACK packets on the uplink is

∑k
i=1 SSkBWreq ack CIDi

RULSSk
· tm .

The numbers of time slots required for an uploading SS on
downlink and uplink can be found similarly. Therefore, the
total numbers of time slots for TCP data and ACK packets on
the uplink, i.e., nuSSNdata and ndSSNack in (4), respectively,

TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS

Frame length 5 ms

Bandwidth 7 MHz

Modulation QAM64 3/4

CP duration 16

can be expressed by
nuSS∑
k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkBWreq data CIDi

RULSSk
· tm , and

ndSS∑
k=1

∑k
i=1 SSkBWreq ack CIDi

RULSSk
· tm ,

respectively.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we show the effect of our proposed scheme
ASR on the system performance via ns2 simulations. The
IEEE 802.16 network parameters used in the simulation in-
clude: the link capacity is 25.4 Mbps, a time slot is 0.5 μs,
Nc = 650, and Nf = 10000. Each TCP packet has a fixed
length of 1000 bytes, and ACK packet is of 40 bytes. The
setting of the WiMAX system in the simulation follows the
specification defined in IEEE 802.16d [7]. Specifically, the
values of the key parameters are summarized in Table II.

In this simulation, we compare the performance of the
proposed adaptive ratio determination scheme with static
ratios as defined in IEEE 802.16 standards. The curve “ASR”
represents the result of our proposed scheme and the curves
“DL:UL=x:y” represent the results of static downlink to uplink
bandwidth ratio x:y. Specifically, we consider three static
ratio settings. The ratio of “1:1” refers to the case of an
equal split of the DL and UL bandwidth; the ratio of “2:1”
is the default value specified in the WiMAX standard [7];
the ratio of “10:1” is the typically setting in DOCSIS-based
CATV access networks. We simulate different split ratios
in two scenarios, all with bulk FTP transfers. In the first
scenario, there are only downloading TCP transfers in the
system. We measure the aggregate throughput as a function
of the number of TCP transfers in the network. In the second
scenario, both downloading and uploading TCP transfers co-
exist simultaneously in the network. We fix the total number of
TCP transfers in the network but vary the ratio of downloading
to uploading TCP transfers in the network.

A. Scenario 1

In Scenario 1, we vary the number of TCP transfers in the
network from 1 to 20. All TCP transfers are in downloading.
Fig. 7 shows the aggregate downlink throughput versus the
number of transfers in the network (i.e., Fig. 7(a)), together
with the uplink buffer sizes at SSs (i.e., Fig. 7(b)) and the
mean access delay for each TCP connection (i.e., Fig. 7(c)).

As can be seen, our scheme generates higher aggregate
downstream throughput regardless of the number of TCP
transfers in the network in most cases. The reasons are
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(a) Aggregate throughput

(b) Buffer sizes at SSs

(c) Access delay

Fig. 7. Downlink aggregate throughput in Scenario 1

described as follows. With an inappropriate bandwidth allo-
cation ratio, either downlink or uplink is likely to become
the bottleneck and degrades the network throughput. On the
contrary, ASR computes the most appropriate ratio of DL
to UL bandwidths and therefore improves the bandwidth
utilization. In addition, since only limited transmission op-
portunities is granted to each SS in each TDD frame, when
the number of SSs is small, the uplink ACK packets may
not be able to get back to the sender in time. Our scheme
helps the BS scheduler control the downlink schedulable
bandwidth such that the phenomenon of uplink buffer overflow
can be prevented. Therefore, ASR produces higher aggregate
downlink throughput and smaller average uplink access delay.
Note that in Scenario 1, the DL to UL bandwidth split ratio

(a) Aggregate downlink throughput

(b) Aggregate uplink throughput

(c) System aggregate throughput

Fig. 8. Aggregate throughput in Scenario 2

determined by our scheme is 10:1 because the number of time
slots required to transmit a data packet and an ACK packet
are 10 and 1, respectively. However, compared with the static
approach using the DL/UL bandwidth ratio fixed at 10:1, our
scheme generates lower uplink access delay while achieving
the same level of aggregate throughput.

B. Scenario 2

In Scenario 2, we fix the total number of TCP transfers
at 20 and vary the ratio of downloading to uploading TCP
transfers in the network. Fig. 8 shows the aggregate down-
link throughput (Fig. 8(a)), the aggregate uplink throughput
(Fig. 8(b)), and the system aggregate throughput (i.e., the
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sum of downlink and uplink throughputs in Fig. 8(c)) in
Scenario 2. Obviously, with ASR, the aggregate throughput
in each direction is proportional to the number of existing
TCP transfers in that direction. This implies that our scheme
provides better fairness among TCP connections regardless
of their directions. In addition, for most of the time, ASR
generates higher aggregate throughputs in both directions than
the static approaches. This is because ASR adaptively adjusts
the DL/UL bandwidth ratio according to the numbers of
downloading and uploading TCP transfers. Most importantly,
ASR can cooperate with the scheduler to throttle the TCP
source when ACK packets are infrequently transmitted, thus
preventing either direction from becoming the bottleneck.
On the contrary, the static approaches use a fixed downlink
to uplink bandwidth ratio, which is very likely to create
a bottleneck in either direction. Consequently, the network
throughput is reduced and the bandwidth utilization degrades.
The performance of static allocation is comparable with that
of ASR only when the number of downloading and uploading
TCP transfers in the network is close to the allocation ratio.
For example, the curve 2:1 behaves well only when there are
about 7 uploading transfers and 14 downloading transfers in
the network.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) is a promising technology for last-
mile broadband wireless access. A performance challenge in
802.16 TDD systems is in determining the ratio of downlink
to uplink capacities. An inappropriate ratio may significantly
degrade the system performance due to poor bandwidth uti-
lization. In this paper, we study adaptive channel split ratio
of uplink to downlink capacities in TDD-based IEEE 802.16
(WiMAX) wireless networks. We focus on the BE scheduling
service which aims to provide efficient service for the majority
of existing Internet applications, such as Web browsing, FTP,
P2P file sharing, etc. By investigating the network bandwidth
asymmetry ratio, we develop an Adaptive Split Ratio (ASR)
scheme which adjusts the downlink to uplink capacity ratio
adaptively according to the current traffic profile, wireless
interference, and transport layer parameters. ASR can also
cooperate with the BS scheduler to throttle the TCP source
when acknowledgements are transmitted infrequently, thus
preventing either direction (i.e., downlink or uplink) from
becoming the bottleneck. The simulation results show that
our adaptive scheme outperforms static allocations in terms of
higher aggregate throughput and better adaptivity to network
dynamics.

In the future, we will extend our results to WiMAX wireless
networks with relay stations. We will also consider the impact
of cooperative communications on the split ratio determination
problem for WiMAX relay networks.
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